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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Religious or belief organizations address artificial
intelligence mostly with two approaches. On the one hand,
they defend themselves against oppressive and repressive
potential or the legitimate use of AI technologies: China's
high-tech surveillance of the Uighur community in Xinyang
is an extreme yet realistic and exportable example of how
AI could be used to the detriment of the freedom of religion
or belief. 

On the other hand, religious or belief organizations
position themselves in the debate on the regulation of AI
by providing ethical principles that can be implemented for
the sake of human-centered Artificial Intelligence. The
participation of religious organizations in the consultation
on the White Paper on AI of the European Union (2020)
provides a clear example of this second approach.

In this polarized frame this Special Issue aims to explore
the different theoretical and practical approaches which
position religious or belief communities at extremes poles
or at the middle gradients of this polarization.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Fresh developments in the disciplines that consistently
make significant contributions to our understanding of
religious personality, authority, devotion, and community -
disciplines ranging from psychology, sociology, and
anthropology to history, art history, philosophy, literary
criticism, and political science – fuel general, as well as
scholarly, interest in the world’s religions.

Religions is inviting innovative and comparative
contributions. Please consider Religions as an exceptional,
exciting enterprise ready to reward your trust, attention,
and participation.
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